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Abstract

Self-initiated movements are accompanied by an efference copy, a motor command

sent from motor regions to the sensory cortices, containing a prediction of the move-

ment's sensory outcome. Previous studies have proposed pre-motor event-related

potentials (ERPs), including the readiness potential (RP) and its lateralized sub-

component (LRP), as potential neural markers of action feedback prediction. How-

ever, it is not known how specific these neural markers are for voluntary (active)

movements as compared to involuntary (passive) movements, which produce much

of the same sensory feedback (tactile, proprioceptive) but are not accompanied by an

efference copy. The goal of the current study was to investigate how active and pas-

sive movements are distinguishable from premotor electroencephalography (EEG),

and to examine if this change of neural activity differs when participants engage in

tasks that differ in their expectation of sensory outcomes. Participants made active

(self-initiated) or passive (finger moved by device) finger movements that led to

either visual or auditory stimuli (100 ms delay), or to no immediate contingency

effects (control). We investigated the time window before the movement onset by

measuring pre-movement ERPs time-locked to the button press. For RP, we

observed an interaction between task and movement. This was driven by movement

differences in the visual and auditory but not the control conditions. LRP conversely

only showed a main effect of movement. We then used multivariate pattern analysis

to decode movements (active vs. passive). The results revealed ramping decoding for

all tasks from around �800 ms onwards up to an accuracy of approximately 85% at

the movement. Importantly, similar to RP, we observed lower decoding accuracies

for the control condition than the visual and auditory conditions, but only shortly

(from �200 ms) before the button press. We also decoded visual vs. auditory condi-

tions. Here, task is decodable for both active and passive conditions, but the active

condition showed increased decoding shortly before the button press. Taken

together, our results provide robust evidence that pre-movement EEG activity may
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represent action-feedback prediction in which information about the subsequent

sensory outcome is encoded.
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action prediction, ERP, forward model, MVPA, readiness potential

1 | INTRODUCTION

The brain is constantly anticipating and preparing for future events.

Voluntary actions are preceded by a planning period in which aspects

of the movement, such as its goal, trajectory and timing are prepared

(Haggard, 2008). Importantly, this motor planning is essential for the

brain to anticipate the sensory consequences of actions, in order to

distinguish between self- and externally generated sensations which

are otherwise identical and therefore ambiguous to our sensory

receptors (Bansal et al., 2018). According to theories of sensorimotor

control, this predictive process is achieved through an efference

copy-based forward model mechanism (Wolpert, 1997). The efference

copy (von Holst & Mittelstaedt, 1950) is a copy of the motor com-

mand for a movement which is sent from the motor cortex to the

appropriate sensory cortices prior to and during the execution of an

action, containing a prediction for its outcome. Neural and beha-

vioural responses to correctly predicted sensations are subsequently

modulated (Arikan et al., 2019; Baess et al., 2011; Fuehrer

et al., 2022; Lubinus et al., 2022; Martikainen et al., 2005; Ody

et al., 2023; Press et al., 2020; Reznik et al., 2021; Sanmiguel

et al., 2013; Straube et al., 2017; Weiss et al., 2011; Yon et al., 2018),

allowing us to identify those sensations as our own (e.g., during speak-

ing) and retain a sense of agency and consciousness (e.g. Blakemore &

Frith, 2003).

While a great deal of studies have shown modulated perception of

an action's sensory outcome, motor control theories have been also

attested by studies that examine neural activity preceding action exe-

cution. To date, this line of study primarily focuses on pre-motor corti-

cal potentials, recorded with electroencephalography (EEG), within

which the efference copy of a voluntary action, e.g., whether the action

leads to a stimulus or not (contingency), or whether the action induces

visual, auditory, or tactile feedback (modality), may be encoded. The

efference copy may be represented in the ‘readiness potential’ (RP;

Kornhuber & Deecke, 2016), a slow negative event-related potential

(ERP), typically with a fronto-central scalp distribution, that occurs 1–

2 s prior to the execution of a voluntary movement. The RP is usually

split into early (beginning between 1.5 and 2 s before movement)

and late (beginning around 400–500 ms before movement) phases

(Brunia et al., 2012). The early phase of the RP is thought to be

related to activation in the supplementary motor area (SMA), as the

largest amplitude is seen along the midline (Brunia et al., 2012;

Deecke, 1987). The late phase shows a steeper change in amplitude

and greater lateralisation than the early phase. It has therefore been

connected to activation of the primary motor cortex (M1; Brunia

et al., 2012; Deecke, 1987). There is evidence that both the

efference copy and the RP may originate in the SMA. Haggard and

Whitford (2004) had participants judge the amplitudes of motor-

evoked potentials (MEPs) produced with TMS, either with or without

concurrent voluntary actions. MEPs were judged to be smaller when

an action was performed, demonstrating sensory suppression. How-

ever, when TMS was used over the SMA, shortly before the move-

ment onset, the suppression effect was almost completely abolished.

This suggests that the efference copy is generated in the SMA, and

that sensory suppression does not occur without it. Evidence from

intracranial recordings (Fried et al., 2011; Ikeda et al., 1992; Rektor

et al., 1994) and dipole source analysis (Praamstra et al., 1996) indi-

cate the involvement of the SMA in generating the RP.

Several studies have shown that the RP encodes upcoming action

feedback (Jo et al., 2014; Pinheiro, Schwartze, Gutiérrez-Domínguez, &

Kotz, 2020; Reznik et al., 2018; Vercillo et al., 2018; Wen

et al., 2018). Reznik et al. (2018) found that RP was more negative

preceding button presses that triggered a tone compared to button

presses that triggered no stimulus. RPs preceding externally generated

tones did not however show a significant change in amplitude from

baseline. This suggests that the RP contains a unique predictive com-

ponent related to motor prediction for the sensory consequences of

the action, that cannot be explained by mere expectation of an audi-

tory event. Vercillo et al. (2018) employed a similar design with visual

feedback and found that the late RP was more negative before

actions with effects compared to no effects. Pinheiro, Schwartze,

Amorim, et al. (2020); Pinheiro, Schwartze, Gutiérrez-Domínguez, and

Kotz (2020) found that the late phase of the RP for actions with sen-

sory feedback predicted N1 suppression in healthy participants, non-

clinical voice hearers and psychotic patients with auditory verbal hal-

lucinations. Pinheiro, Schwartze, Amorim, et al. (2020); Pinheiro,

Schwartze, Gutiérrez-Domínguez, and Kotz (2020) found similarly

modulated RP for both real and imagined sounds compared to button

presses with no feedback. RP is also related to the reliability of the

action consequence (Wen et al., 2018) and to intentional binding (Jo

et al., 2014).

While these studies unanimously show that RP is related to the

action consequence, the results regarding the early and late phases of

the RP are not consistent. For example, Jo et al. (2014) found that the

early (but not the late) phase was related to action-feedback proces-

sing. Vercillo et al. (2018) found that late phase RPs were more nega-

tive before actions with effects, whereas the early phase showed the

opposite pattern. Wen et al. (2018) found that both phases of the RP

had increased amplitudes preceding actions with consistent compared

to inconsistent effects. Pinheiro, Schwartze, Amorim, et al. (2020);

Pinheiro, Schwartze, Gutiérrez-Domínguez, and Kotz (2020) found
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that real and imagined sensory consequences were associated with

larger early and late phase RP amplitudes but found only the early

phase was sensitive to the stimulus type (self-voice vs. tone). There-

fore, evidence for a functional dissociation of early and late phases of

the RP in encoding sensory consequences is inconclusive.

A few studies have also reported that the lateralized RP (LRP;

Gratton et al., 1988) may differ as a function of an action's contin-

gency. The LRP is seen before unilateral movements, as a negativity

over the hemisphere contralateral to the chosen effector. This laterali-

zation typically begins close to the execution of the action but can

also occur well before the movement if the participant is instructed

with which hand to use (Kutas & Donchin, 1980). The component is

believed to represent motor-specific and lower-level motor prepara-

tory activity, originating in the primary motor cortex (M1) (Brunia

et al., 2012). Accordingly, studies that have reported RP sensitivity to

action-effect contingency observed no effects of LRP (Reznik

et al., 2018; Vercillo et al., 2018). However, notably, Hughes and Was-

zak (2011) found larger LRP (and not RP) amplitudes for button

presses that triggered a visual stimulus compared to when the

button presses that triggered no stimulus. Ford et al. (2014) found

that participants with larger LRPs preceding their button press

showed greater differences between N1 for self-generated and exter-

nally generated tones. Thus, unlike the RP, whether the LRP repre-

sents merely motor-specific specifications of the action, or whether it

also entails prediction of the action's contingency remains

controversial.

So far, the literature seems to unanimously suggest that, before

the execution of a voluntary action, the motor-sensory system starts

to prepare for the upcoming stimulus. However, it is not known how

prediction is implemented in the case of involuntary movements. Spe-

cifically, when someone performs an action, but involuntarily

(e.g., being moved by a device), does the pre-movement neural activ-

ity reflect the prediction of the action's sensory outcome? It is claimed

that RP is specific for voluntary actions (Shibasaki & Hallett, 2006).

However, the absence of these potentials does not necessarily imply

that the neural activity prior to involuntary action does not encode

predictive information of the action, because a task-relevant action is

nevertheless performed. Involuntary movements present an interest-

ing case for studying motor planning because they allow for good con-

trol over temporal prediction for the upcoming stimulus, and over

tactile and proprioceptive feedback. However, they presumably do

not involve the same level of motor planning as voluntary movements,

nor should they be accompanied by an efference copy.

In this study, we wanted to investigate how action-effect contin-

gency may be represented in pre-movement neural activity for both

voluntary and involuntary movements. We employed a device which

uses an electromagnet to produce the involuntary movements (pas-

sive movement device). This and similar devices have been used in

several previous studies (Arikan et al., 2017, 2019; Ody et al., 2023;

Pazen et al., 2020; Schmitter et al., 2021; Schmitter & Straube, 2022;

Straube et al., 2020; Uhlmann et al., 2020, 2021; van Kemenade

et al., 2016). Participants made active (self-initiated) or passive (finger

moved by device) movements. The movements were either followed

by a stimulus (visual or auditory, 100 ms delay) or by no immediate

action effect (control). We examined whether the typical neural

markers of motor planning (RP and LRP) encode the upcoming move-

ment (active or passive) and task (visual, auditory or control).

To date, EEG studies on motor planning have exclusively focused

on the RP and the LRP. However recently, this conventional univari-

ate approach has been complemented by the emerging multivariate

pattern analysis (MVPA) methods. MVPA refers to a set of techniques

for analysing neuroimaging data. Unlike conventional univariate tech-

niques, which typically compare single measures of activity (e.g., the

amplitude in a set of voxels or electrodes under different conditions),

MVPA takes the relationships between multiple variables into consid-

eration and is thus more sensitive, specific, and flexible than its uni-

variate counterparts (Grootswagers et al., 2017). MVPA was first

applied to fMRI data (Haxby et al., 2001) but there has been a growing

number of studies applying the technique to neural time series data

(Carlson et al., 2013; J.-R. King et al., 2014; Li et al., 2022; Schaefer

et al., 2011). A popular MVPA technique in EEG research is decoding

across time (DAT), which involves training a machine learning algo-

rithm to classify trials based on amplitudes of all (or multiple) elec-

trodes as belonging to two or more different conditions. By carrying

out this process across multiple time points (i.e. train on time point t0

and test on time point t0), the resulting time series of performance

measures illustrates how two or more conditions can be differentiated

over time. RP is known to have a wide topographic distribution

(Shibasaki & Hallett, 2006) and large between-subject variance in

polarity (Trovò et al., 2021). DAT elegantly handles this type of vari-

ance. Therefore, we performed DAT, complementary to RP, to investi-

gate how movement preparation and action-effect contingency are

represented across the whole scalp.

Taking the principle a step further, if a classifier is trained on each

time point (t0) and tested on every other time point (t1), known as

temporal generalisation (TG), the resulting classification matrix sug-

gests the degree to which the underlying brain processes may overlap

across different time windows (J. R. King & Dehaene, 2014). This

technique enables us to query the dynamics of brain activity over

time, and several patterns describing different processes (e.g., isolated

stages, sustained, ramping, or oscillating activity) have been suggested

(J. R. King & Dehaene, 2014). Given that TG provides the possibility

to reveal the relationship between distinct processing stages in brain

activity across time, we employed this technique to examine whether

we could identify the putative early and late phases of the

RP. Depending on the pattern revealed, we could infer whether pre-

movement neural activity consists of an early and a late phase of

processing.

We hypothesised that RPs would encode the upcoming move-

ment type, with greater amplitudes for the active condition, as we

expected motor preparation activity to differ between the active and

passive movements. Additionally, we predicted larger differences

between the movement types when the movements were followed

by an action effect (visual, auditory) compared to no immediate effect

(control), as we expected there to be additional predictive processes

in the active condition, related to anticipating the upcoming self-
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initiated action feedback. For the LRPs, the majority of previous

research suggests that it does not encode action-effect contingency.

The LRP has been related to low-level motor processes originating in

M1. Therefore, while there may be a general anticipation for the

upcoming passive movement, we did not expect motor-specific prepa-

ratory activity in this condition. Therefore, we hypothesised that LRPs

would encode movement type but not task. For the DAT analysis, we

hypothesised that decoding accuracy for distinguishing between

active and passive movements would be higher for the visual and

auditory conditions than the control condition, due to additional out-

come prediction in the active condition of the former. Based on the

evidence that RP comprises an early and a late phase, we expected

these to be revealed in the TG analysis.

As participants completed both a visual and auditory task,

another possibility to investigate how action-effect contingency is

represented in pre-motor activity is to decode the task modality. We

conducted a second set of MVPA analyses (DAT and TG) in which

we trained the classifier to decode visual and auditory task modality,

separately for the active and passive conditions. We expected that

the pre-movement window would contain a prediction for the

upcoming sensory consequences of the action and therefore

hypothesised that the task modality would be decodable before the

button press. We also expected that the decoding accuracy between

the active and passive conditions in this analysis is different. Nota-

bly, prior literature that directly compares active vs. passive (self-

initiated vs. externally induced) movements focuses predominantly

on the sensory perception of the action-induced stimuli. Based on

univariate ERP approaches, they showed mixed findings (Bäß

et al., 2008; Hughes & Waszak, 2011; Martikainen et al., 2005;

Mifsud et al., 2016). Using MVPA, a few recent studies reported

enhanced perception of stimuli induced by active movements

(e.g., Yon et al., 2018, 2023), but no literature has directly used

MVPA to examine motor-preparatory EEGs. Thus, due to a lack of

directly comparable previous literature, we refrain from hypothesis-

ing the direction of this comparison.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Twenty-nine participants (nineteen females) took part in the study.

The age range was between 19 and 31 (M = 23.7, SD = 3.35). Partici-

pants were recruited through a university mailing list at the University

of Marburg and received €30 for taking part. The study was approved

by the local ethics committee in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki (except for pre-registration World Medical Association,

2013). All participants provided written informed consent. Partici-

pants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal hearing

and vision, no history of mental illness, no history of drug or alcohol

abuse, no history of serious brain injury and no first-degree relatives

with schizophrenia, as assessed by self-report. Participants were naïve

to the purpose of the experiment. Due to a technical error with the

presentation software, one participant was missing data and therefore

28 participants were included in the analyses.

2.2 | Task and procedure

Different analyses from the same dataset have been reported in Ody

et al. (2023). The procedure is therefore the same but is reported

again in brief here. Participants sat in front of a 1900 60 Hz computer

monitor in a semi-darkened room. The participant's right index finger

was securely attached to a button mounted on a custom-built button

box with a piece of elastic. Participants responded to the task with

their left hand, using the computer keyboard. Then, 45 dB pink noise

was played through headphones throughout the experiment to mask

the sound of the button press. Before completing the main experi-

mental blocks, participants completed a training exercise consisting of

five blocks of five trials each. The EEG cap was then fitted.

Participants made active or passive button presses. Active button

presses were self-initiated while passive button presses were pro-

duced by pulling the finger down with the passive movement device.

After the button press, participants engaged in an intensity judgement

task. They judged the intensity of either two grey discs (visual condi-

tion) or two tones (auditory condition), which were consecutively pre-

sented with an inter-stimulus interval between them. Alternatively, in

a third condition (control condition), participants completed the visual

task in 50% of trials and the auditory task in the other 50% of trials.

However, the task stimuli were presented with a 1000 ms delay after

the button press. The experiment, therefore, had a 2 � 3 repeated

measures design with the factors of movement (active, passive) and

task (visual, auditory, control). A schematic of the trial structure is pre-

sented in Figure 1 and histograms of the time durations between the

cue onset (fixation cross enlargement) and the button press is dis-

played in Figure 2.

Each trial started with a black fixation cross. After a randomly

chosen interval between 500 and 1500 ms (in 250 ms steps), the

cross enlarged. This acted as a cue indicating that participants could

press the button at their own pace (active conditions) or that the but-

ton would shortly move (passive conditions). In passive conditions,

the button fired after a randomly chosen interval between 500 and

1250 ms (in 83 ms steps). In the visual and auditory task conditions,

there was a fixed 100 ms interval before the first stimulus was shown.

This short delay was included to ensure that the timing of the stimulus

was always predictable, even in the passive condition when the but-

ton press timing could not be predicted. In the control condition, there

was instead a 1000 ms interval before the stimulus was shown.

There was then an inter-stimulus interval between 500 and 1250 ms

(in 250 ms steps), followed by the second stimulus. The first stimulus

was presented at a fixed intensity while the second could vary

between 5 values. After another 500 ms interval, the question ‘Wel-

cher war heller?’ or ‘Welcher war lauter?’ (‘which was brighter/lou-

der’, in German) was displayed. Participants responded with the ‘v’
(first stimulus brighter/louder) and ‘n’ (second stimulus brighter/lou-

der) keys to indicate their decision. Making a response triggered a
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750 ms inter-trial interval and if no response was made after 2.5 s,

the next trial started automatically. In auditory trials, the fixation cross

remained on screen during stimulus presentation and disappeared

when the question was presented. In visual trials, it disappeared while

the stimuli were displayed but remained on-screen during the inter-

stimulus interval and between the stimulus and question. In all

F IGURE 1 Schematic of the
trial structure. (a) Schematic of
the button press procedure in the
visual/auditory and control
conditions. The analysis window
(time-locked to the active/passive
button press) is indicated by the
orange arrow. In the visual and
auditory conditions, there was a

100 ms delay after the button
press before the task was
presented while the control
condition had a 1000 ms delay
before the task was presented.
(b) The behavioural task.
Participants were presented with
two disks (visual) or tones
(auditory) and judged the
intensity difference between
these stimuli (brighter or louder).

F IGURE 2 Histograms showing the distribution of time durations between the cue onset (fixation cross enlargement) and the button press
across all participants and all trials.

6202 ODY ET AL.
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conditions, the fixation cross remained on screen during the interval

between the button press and the first stimulus presentation. Com-

parison stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom order where the

same stimulus level was not shown on more than two consecutive

trials.

Visual, auditory, and control trials were presented in separate

blocks. The visual and auditory blocks had 200 trials each (100 active

and 100 passive) and the control block had 120 trials (60 active and

60 passive). Within the blocks, active and passive trials were pre-

sented as mini blocks of 25 (visual, auditory) or 15 (control) at a time,

in an alternating fashion (e.g., 25 active, 25 passive etc.). In the control

block, the first 60 trials had the visual task and the second 60 had the

auditory task.

2.3 | Stimuli

Stimuli were presented with Psychtoolbox (V 3.0.12) running on

Octave (V 4.0.0) in Linux. Auditory stimuli consisted of a 1000 Hz

tone. The first tone was always presented at 74 dB, whereas the sec-

ond had a loudness of 71, 72.5, 74, 75.5, or 77 dB. Visual stimuli con-

sisted of a solid 250-pixel disc. The first disc was always presented at

a luminance of 11.42 cd/m2, whereas the second had a luminance of

8.84, 9.94, 11.42, 12.69, or 14.04 cd/m2. Stimuli were presented for

50 ms. Luminance measurements were performed using an i1Display

Pro photometer (X-Rite Pantone, Grand Rapids, USA). Volume mea-

surements were performed using an RS-95 decibel metre

(RS Components Ltd). The stimuli were presented on a fixed grey

background with a luminance of 3.40 cd/m2.

2.4 | EEG data acquisition

EEG was continuously recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz from

32 active Ag/AgCl electrodes (Fp1/2, F7/8, F3/4, Fz, FT9/10, FC5/6,

FC1/2, T7/8, C3/4, Cz, TP9/10, CP5/6, CP1/2, P7/8, P3/4, Pz, O1/2,

and Oz). The EEG was referenced online to the electrode location FCz

and the ground electrode was placed on the forehead. Impedances

were kept at 25 kΩ or below. The signal was amplified by a BrainVi-

sion amplifier and recorded with BrainVision Recorder (Brain Products

GmbH, Germany). Electrodes were mounted in an elastic cap (acti-

CAP, Brain Products GmbH, Germany) according to the international

10–20 system.

2.5 | EEG preprocessing

Preprocessing was completed using the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme &

Makeig, 2004) in MATLAB (R2020a Mathworks, Sherborn, MA). EEG

data were downsampled to 250 Hz and re-referenced to the average

of electrodes TP9 and TP10. Line noise was removed using the

Zapline Plus function (Klug & Kloosterman, 2022). A high-pass filter

was applied at 1 Hz and the data were subjected to an extended

infomax ICA. Components were classified using ICLabel (Pion-

Tonachini et al., 2019) and any that were identified as muscle, eye or

channel noise with greater than 79% estimated accuracy were

removed. The ICA results were then applied to the unfiltered data.

Finally, the data were band-pass filtered between 0.01 and 100 Hz.

Further analyses were completed with the Fieldtrip toolbox and

custom routines in MATLAB (R2020a Mathworks). Trials in which the

participant failed to make a response to the behavioural task and trials

with unusually short button press response times (less than 100 ms)

were excluded from all subsequent analyses. EEG was segmented into

epochs from 1.3 s before to 0.5 s after the button press. A band-pass

filter was applied between 0.01 and 40 Hz. Channels which had a

range greater than 300 μV in more than 50% of trials were removed

and interpolated using the ft_channelrepair function from the Fieldtrip

toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011) with spline interpolation. This proce-

dure resulted in two channels being interpolated (in different partici-

pants). Trials were then submitted to an additional artefact rejection

routine. Those with a range greater than 300 μV and/or with large

variance (greater than 10 standard deviations above or below the

mean z-transformed data) in any channel were removed. These steps

were implemented with the ft_artifact_zvalue and ft_artifact_thres-

hold functions from Fieldtrip. The data were baseline corrected to the

period between 1 and 1.25 s before the button press.

At the end of preprocessing, the mean (standard deviation) per-

centage of trials removed across all participants was 16.26% (9.58%).

MVPA and permutation tests were implemented in MATLAB

using the MVPA-Light (Treder, 2020) toolbox and permutest function

(Gerber, 2023). Statistical analyses (repeated measures ANOVA,

Bayesian statistics) were implemented in JASP (Love et al., 2019). For

the Bayesian statistics, we followed the recommendations given by

Keysers et al. (2020). Accordingly, Bayesian ANOVAs were conducted

with default priors, and effects are reported as the Bayes factor for

the inclusion of a particular effect (BFincl), calculated as the ratio

between the likelihood of the data given the model with versus the

next simpler model without that effect. Post hoc pairwise compari-

sons were conducted using Bayesian paired Samples t tests using

default effect size priors (Cauchy scale 0.707). Results are reported

using the two-tailed Bayes factor BF10 that represents p(datajH+:fac-

tor1 ≠ factor2l) / p(datajH0:factor1 = factor2). The magnitude of

Bayes factors was interpreted according to (Andraszewicz et al., 2015)

(i.e. anecdotal, moderate, strong, very strong, or extreme etc. evidence

for the alternative/null hypothesis).

2.6 | Readiness potential and lateralized readiness
potential

For RP analyses, data were averaged across electrodes Cz, C3, and

C4. LRP was calculated by subtracting the average of electrode C3

from the average of electrode C4.

For statistical analysis, we did not have an a priori hypothesis

regarding the exact time window(s) in which the conditions would dif-

fer. Therefore, we first tested the general difference between the
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active and passive conditions (averaged across visual, auditory and

control) using a cluster-based permutation test. All time points were

first tested with two-tailed-dependent samples t tests with a signifi-

cance level of p < .05. Contiguous time points exceeding this thresh-

old were grouped into clusters and the sum of the t values was used

as the test statistic for the permutation test. This process was

repeated 1000 times (1000 permutations) with shuffled condition

labels, to determine a distribution of the probability of observing a

cluster (or clusters) with that test statistic value. Clusters within the

highest or lowest 2.5th percentile were considered significant.

The permutation tests revealed significant time windows shortly

before the button press for both RP and LRP (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2

for details). We then based our second analysis on these time win-

dows. We calculated the mean amplitude across the significant time

window (only including those before the button press, as we were

interested in pre-movement activity only), resulting in one value per

condition, per participant. We then subjected these values to a 2 � 3

repeated measures ANOVA with the factors of movement (active,

passive) and task (visual, auditory, control). Where appropriate,

Bonferroni-corrected post hoc pairwise comparisons were conducted.

We also conducted repeated measures Bayesian ANOVAs. JASP does

not support post hoc comparisons for interaction effects. Therefore,

for the RP, where there was strong evidence for the interaction effect,

we tested the comparisons of interest using paired-samples Bayesian

t tests. See Section 3.1 for details.

2.7 | Multivariate pattern analysis- active versus
passive movement

The EEG segments (preprocessed as described in Section 2.5) were

downsampled to 50 Hz, in order to reduce processing time for these

computationally intensive analyses. For DAT, we trained a linear dis-

criminant analysis (LDA) classifier (McLachlan, 2005) to discriminate

the movement type (active or passive) at each time point, using all

channels as features. This was done separately for the three task con-

ditions (visual, auditory, control). We used the default hyperparameter

lambda = 0.1 (magnitude of shrinkage regularisation; Ledoit &

Wolf, 2004), with fivefold cross-validation, 100 repeats and 30 fea-

tures (EEG channels). The accuracy of the classifier at each time point

was used as the performance metric. The resulting time series was

tested using a cluster-based permutation test (two-tailed dependent

samples t test, p-value threshold = .05, 1000 permutations) at the

group level, to identify clusters where the accuracy was significantly

above chance (0.5). We then performed further cluster-based permu-

tation tests to compare the decoding accuracies between the differ-

ent task conditions. The tests had the same parameters, except that

the test statistic underwent a Bonferroni correction for multiple com-

parisons (two comparisons per condition, p = .05/2).

For TG, the LDA was trained to discriminate active and passive

movements at each time point and (t0) and tested on every other time

point (t1), resulting in one two-dimensional matrix of classification

accuracies for each task condition (visual, auditory, control). All

channels were included as features. The classification parameters in

the TG analysis were set identically to the DAT analysis. Statistical sig-

nificance was decided based on comparing the 2D matrices to a

matrix of chance level performance (0.5) of identical dimensions, using

a cluster-based permutation test (two-tailed dependent samples

t test, p-value threshold = .05, 1000 permutations).

2.8 | MPVA—Visual versus auditory sensory
modality

The method for testing visual versus auditory sensory modality was

the same as described in Section 2.8, except for the following differ-

ences. First, the LDA classifiers were trained to discriminate sensory

modality (visual or auditory). This was repeated separately for active

and passive movements. The permutation test comparing the

active and passive time series was only compared once and therefore

did not need to undergo Bonferroni correction.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Readiness potential

The cluster-based permutation test comparing active and passive

movements (across all task conditions) revealed a significant time win-

dow extending from �200 to �20 ms before the button press

(Figure 2a). The ANOVA on mean amplitudes in this time window

showed extreme evidence of a main effect of movement, F(1, 27)

= 16.16, p = <.001, η2p = .37, BFincl=1376.4, extreme evidence for a

main effect of task, F(2, 54)=9.29, p=<.001, η2p = .26, BFincl=602.4,

and extreme evidence of an interaction between movement and task,

F(2, 54)=6.33, p= .003, η2p = .19, BFincl=132.7. To further

investigate the interaction, we conducted post hoc comparisons. For

the frequentist statistics, the reported p-values have been Bonferroni-

corrected for multiple comparisons. In particular, we were interested

in the movement differences within the three task conditions. For the

visual task, there was strong evidence for the difference between

active and passive (t=3.58, p= .009, BF10=17.5) with higher ampli-

tudes for active (mean=0.45μV) than passive (mean=�1.02μV). For

the auditory task, there was extreme evidence for a difference

between active and passive (t=4.55, p< .001, BF10=421) with

greater amplitudes for active (mean=1.77μV) than passive

(mean=�0.1μV). In the control condition, there was moderate evi-

dence for there being no effect of movement (t=0.38, p=1,

BF10=0.2). All other comparisons are reported in the supplement

(Table S1). RP results are presented in Figure 2.

3.2 | Lateralized readiness potential

LRPs for active versus passive movements across all tasks were signif-

icantly different within around �140 to 70 ms afterwards. For the
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ANOVA, we only considered time points before the button press

(�140 to 0 ms). Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed extreme evi-

dence for a main effect of movement, F(1, 27) = 19.28, p < .001,

η2p = .417, BFincl=118.3. For the effect of task, F(2, 54)=0.5,

p= .609, η2p = .018, BFincl=0.08, and the interaction between move-

ment and task, F(2, 54)=0.15, p= .862, η2p = .005, BFincl=0.05, there

was strong evidence in favour of the null hypothesis. LRP results are

presented in Figure 4.

3.3 | MVPA—Active versus passive movement

In the DAT, all three task conditions showed significantly above

chance (0.5) decoding accuracies for identifying the movement type

(active vs. passive) from around 800 ms before the button press

onwards. For the comparisons between conditions, there was a sig-

nificant cluster showing higher decoding accuracy for visual com-

pared to control beginning �250 ms before the button press. There

was a similar cluster showing higher decoding accuracy for auditory

than control beginning �230 ms until �30 ms before the button

press.

In the TG, the visual and auditory conditions showed slowly

ramping generalisation from �1 s before the button press. The control

condition showed a similar ramping pattern which became significant

later at approximately 750 ms before the button press. MVPA results

for decoding movement (active vs. passive) are presented in Figure 5.

3.4 | MVPA—Visual versus auditory sensory
modality

In the DAT, the active and passive conditions showed ramping decod-

ing accuracy that was significantly above-chance decoding from

around 400 ms before the button press onwards. Decoding accuracy

was significantly higher in the active condition than the passive condi-

tion from approximately 150 ms before the button press onwards.

For TG, both conditions showed ramping decoding from around

1 s before the button press onwards.

MVPA results for decoding sensory modality (visual vs. auditory)

are presented in Figure 6.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated electrophysiological activity preceding

active and passive button presses which were associated with either

visual or auditory stimuli (100 ms delay) or with no immediate effects.

Passive movements were executed by the finger being pulled down

with an electromagnet-powered device. We first examined two typi-

cal neural markers of motor preparation, the RP and LRP. We then

conducted MVPA to determine how action-effect prediction was dis-

tributed across the whole scalp. Our MVPA and RP (but not LRP)

results consistently show that pre-movement neural activity encodes

the action's contingency. These results emphasise the importance of

pre-movement neural activity in the processing of self- and externally

generated sensory consequences (Arikan et al., 2019; Baess

et al., 2011; Fuehrer et al., 2022; Lubinus et al., 2022; Martikainen

et al., 2005; Ody et al., 2023; Sanmiguel et al., 2013; Straube

et al., 2017).

4.1 | The role of RP in action contingency

It has been argued that RP and LRP are specific for voluntary, active

movements (Shibasaki & Hallett, 2006). However, empirical evidence

is sparse, especially based on the comparison with involuntary move-

ments. In this study, we looked at EEG activity preceding movements

induced by a passive movement device for the first time. We

observed robust differences between active and passive movements

for both RP and LRP, from around �200 ms on. These findings sug-

gest that both of these neural markers reflect the difference between

movements, be it physical, motoric, or predictive (Pinheiro, Schwartze,

Amorim, et al., 2020; Pinheiro, Schwartze, Gutiérrez-Domínguez, &

Kotz, 2020; Reznik et al., 2018; Vercillo et al., 2018).

The functional dissociation between the RP and the LRP is

evident from the observed interaction between movement and

task. Importantly, this interaction was significant for the RP but

not the LRP. The interaction was driven by larger differences

between the active and passive movements in the visual and audi-

tory conditions than in the control condition. Here, in the control

condition, the movement difference was not significant and the

Bayes factor suggested moderate evidence that there was no dif-

ference. In other words, the movement differences were only pre-

sent when there was an immediate action-effect contingency.

This finding suggests that the RP does not merely reflect low-level

processes, but is also sensitive to differences in high-level, predic-

tive mechanisms that differ between active and passive move-

ments. The result is in line with a handful of recent empirical

studies reporting that RP changes as a function of task (Pinheiro,

Schwartze, Amorim, et al., 2020; Pinheiro, Schwartze, Gutiérrez-

Domínguez, & Kotz, 2020; Reznik et al., 2018; Vercillo

et al., 2018). Together with these studies, it also corroborates the

functional characterization of the RP within the framework of the

motor control theories.

According to the forward model of motor control, voluntary

(active) movements are accompanied by an efference copy which con-

tains a prediction for the upcoming sensory consequences associated

with that action. Such a prediction would not be present when a

movement is passively executed. Prior studies have exclusively inves-

tigated RPs preceding active movements (Pinheiro, Schwartze,

Amorim, et al., 2020; Pinheiro, Schwartze, Gutiérrez-Domínguez, &

Kotz, 2020; Reznik et al., 2018; Vercillo et al., 2018; Wen

et al., 2018). Our results complement these by implementing a passive

condition to control for proprioceptive feedback. Using this method,

we found clear differences between the movement types for at least

both the visual and auditory conditions. In other words, when
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expecting an immediate sensory outcome, RP was different during the

preparation of active and passive movements. This supports the

notion of an efference-copy-based forward model mechanism that

predicts the sensory consequences of actions.

In the control condition, where the feedback was delayed by 1 s,

there was moderate evidence of no difference between active and

passive movements. It should be noted that this condition was not

devoid of sensory feedback, as there was still tactile and propriocep-

tive information associated with the button presses. However, the

design allows for optimal control over these factors, since they are

present in both movement types, unlike with a completely passively

presented stimulus. However, it could be argued that there should be

an effect of additional predictive processes in the active control con-

dition, in spite of the lack of an immediately associated visual or audi-

tory action effect. This result could be interpreted within the

framework of the common coding principle (Hommel et al., 2001;

Roussel et al., 2013). According to this theory, when an action consis-

tently leads to a sensory consequence, an association is made

between the action and the sensory outcome, forming a shared repre-

sentational code. Therefore, perceiving an action effect involves the

same internal representation as performing the action and vice versa.

It is possible that the active movements formed a representational

code along with the visual or auditory stimuli that they were associ-

ated with. However, the passive movements, being involuntary, did

not form such an association, leading to the differences between the

conditions. Likewise, the control conditions trigger immediate audi-

tory or visual sensations and therefore, neither the active nor the pas-

sive condition would have formed this association. Previous reports

have shown that expected sensory feedback is represented in the RP

(Pinheiro, Schwartze, Amorim, et al., 2020; Pinheiro, Schwartze,

Gutiérrez-Domínguez, & Kotz, 2020; Reznik et al., 2018; Vercillo

et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2018). The results presented here significantly

extend this, using the higher-level baseline provided by passive

movements.

RPs have been recorded preceding actions associated with sen-

sory consequences in different sensory modalities, such as visual

(Bianco et al., 2020; Vercillo et al., 2018) and auditory (Jahanshahi

et al., 1995; Pinheiro, Schwartze, Amorim, et al., 2020; Pinheiro,

Schwartze, Gutiérrez-Domínguez, & Kotz, 2020; Reznik et al., 2018).

However, there is little evidence to suggest whether or not the RP

encodes the sensory modality of the action's consequences. In one

experiment by Bianco et al. (2020), the authors suggested that the

RP does not encode the sensory modality, once the influence of pre-

paratory ERPs related to perceiving the stimulus alone (with no

movement) has been subtracted. To investigate whether the RP

encoded the upcoming stimulus modality, we performed a follow-up

analysis, which included only the conditions where a stimulus fol-

lowed the button press (see Supplement). There was no interaction

between modality and movement type, suggesting that the differ-

ences between active and passive movements were similar across

modalities. This was corroborated in the DAT analysis, where no sig-

nificant differences were observed between the auditory and visual

conditions. In short, we conclude here that motor-preparatory EEG

signals do not differ when expecting a visual versus an auditory

stimulus.

4.2 | LRP as a functional neural marker for motor
preparation

While the RP is thought to reflect general preparation for upcoming

movements, LRP is considered to represent motor-specific prepara-

tion, occurring in the primary motor cortex (M1), due to its lateraliza-

tion (Brunia et al., 2012; Smulders & Miller, 2012). In our experiment,

we expected that there should be greater LRP amplitudes for the

active condition, as motor-specific preparation would be absent in

the passive condition. All active conditions showed a similar sharp

decrease in LRP amplitude shortly before the button press that was

not present in the passive conditions, suggesting that there

was motor-specific preparation in active but not the passive condi-

tions. Furthermore, there was strong evidence that the LRP was not

different between task conditions, providing additional support that

this potential is specific to motor preparation and does not encode

action-effect contingency. Previous studies have found inconsistent

results for the role of LRP in encoding stimulus expectancy. Some

studies have found that LRP does not encode action-effect contin-

gency (Reznik et al., 2018; Vercillo et al., 2018), while others have sug-

gested that LRP does contain this information (Ford et al., 2014;

Hughes & Waszak, 2011). However, these prior studies only consid-

ered low- and high-level motor contributions separately. With our

design, we took both factors into account at the same time, providing

good evidence for dissociative roles of the RP and LRP in high- and

low-level motor processes. Additionally, it seems intuitive that the

LRP should be absent before involuntary movements (as shown in

Figure 3b). However, to our knowledge, there have been no other

studies to date which directly tested this assumption by comparing

voluntary and involuntary movements. Future studies could comple-

ment this finding by examining activity preceding voluntary and invol-

untary movements in different motor areas using a technique with

higher spatial resolution, such as fMRI.

4.3 | Going beyond univariate markers of
movement preparation

For the first time, in addition to the univariate RP and LRP analyses,

we employed an MVPA approach to investigate action effect contin-

gency in pre-movement neural activity. First, we trained the classifier

to decode active and passive movements before the movement onset

and tested whether decoding varied as a function of task. Our results

largely corroborate what has been observed in the RP data. However,

they also offer several additional perspectives.

In the DAT, decoding accuracy for active versus passive move-

ments increased from chance level in the baseline period to close

to 90% accuracy at the time of the button press. This was not only

the case for the visual and auditory conditions but also the control
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condition. This finding largely coincides with what we observed

from the RP data for the visual and the auditory task. However,

while the difference between movement types in the control condi-

tion was not visible in the RP, the DAT clearly showed that these

two conditions can be differentiated when taking into account pat-

terns of activity across the whole scalp. As a method with increased

sensitivity (Grootswagers et al., 2017; He et al., 2022), MVPA

detects the nuanced neural differences between active and passive

control conditions, which might be hidden in the RP. In other

words, the motor preparatory neural activity still differs, but this

difference is merely not represented in the RP. Future experiments

will be necessary to examine the exact underlying neural basis for

this difference.

Despite being discernible only from the MVPA analysis, we

nonetheless observed significantly lower decoding performance in the

control condition compared to the visual and auditory conditions in

the time window beginning around 200 ms before the button press.

This result is remarkably consistent with the RP. With two

F IGURE 3 Readiness potential. (a) Average of electrodes Cz, C3, and C4, time-locked to the button press (t = 0). The grey shaded area
denotes the baseline period. (b) Average of Cz, C3, and C4 across all task conditions (visual, auditory, control) for the active and passive
movements. The grey shaded area denotes the baseline period. The grey horizontal bars show two significant clusters identified by the
permutation test. The coloured shaded areas around the ERPs show the standard error. (c) Mean amplitudes averaged across the significant time
points, before button press only, as identified in the permutation test (as shown in panel b). Grey points show individual participants while the
black points show the group mean. *p < .05, **p < .01, *p < .001. Significance indicators are based on post hoc comparisons. (d) Topographical
plots for all experimental conditions.
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fundamentally distinctive data analysis techniques, we observed con-

verging evidence for larger differences between movement types

when the movements were followed by the stimulus. In the motor

control condition, the action effect was delayed by 1000 ms, lowering

the contingency between the action and its effect and therefore the

subjective feeling of agency over the action feedback (Wen, 2019).

The pattern could be explained by additional action-effect prediction

for the self-generated visual and auditory stimuli, making the move-

ment type easier to decode in these conditions compared to the con-

trol condition, where the action effects were not as contingent.

We also conducted an analysis from another angle, training the

classifier to decode sensory modality (visual vs. auditory) for

the active and passive conditions. This analysis was consistent with

the first, showing ramping decoding in the active and passive condi-

tions. Interestingly, the active condition showed significantly higher

decoding accuracy shortly (approximately 180 ms) before the button

press. One way to interpret this result is as perceptual sharpening

(Yon et al., 2018, 2023). This theory states that activity within sensory

regions is weighted towards outcomes that are expected based on

prior experiences. Activity in populations tuned towards expected

outcomes is increased and those tuned towards unexpected out-

comes is suppressed. This means there is a better signal-to-noise ratio

for expected outcomes, which in turn would lead to better decoding

performance by the classifier. Our results are consistent with this

theory, as according to the efference copy-based forward model the-

ory, self-generated actions are preceded by stronger predictions.

While previous studies (Yon et al., 2018, 2023) have shown enhanced

decoding for expected action outcomes, our results suggest that the

sharpening also occurs before the action outcome has been pre-

sented. Another interpretation is the preactivation account of sensory

attenuation (Roussel et al., 2013; Waszak et al., 2012). Under this the-

ory, when an action is voluntary, the action and its outcome form a

bidirectional association which activates a common representational

code for the action and its sensory consequences. Once this associa-

tion is formed, the common representation is activated before the

movement. This would increase the signal above the noise, thus

increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and improving the performance of

the classifier. Both of these therefore theories arrive at greater signal-

to-noise ratios but through different processes. With the current data,

we cannot disentangle these two possibilities but this could be an

interesting question for future studies.

In the present study, expectancy was manipulated by changing

whether the action outcome was self- or externally generated. It

would be an interesting question for future studies to investigate

whether there is higher decoding accuracy before a movement for

stimuli where the expectancy is manipulated in a different way,

such as establishing and then changing an action-outcome

association.

F IGURE 4 Lateralized readiness potentials. (a) Average of C3–C4, time-locked to the button press (t = 0). The grey shaded area denotes the
baseline period. (b) Average of C3–C4 across all task conditions (visual, auditory, control) for the active and passive movements. The grey shaded
area denotes the baseline period. The grey horizontal bars show two significant clusters identified by the permutation test. The coloured shaded
areas around the ERPs show the standard error. (c) Mean amplitudes averaged across the significant time points, before button press only,
identified in the permutation test. *p < .05, **p < .01, *p < .001. Significance indicators are based on the main effect of movement. Grey points

show individual participants while the black points show the group mean.
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While previous studies have suggested distinct phases for the RP

(Brunia et al., 2012; Jo et al., 2014; Pinheiro, Schwartze, Gutiérrez-

Domínguez, & Kotz, 2020; Vercillo et al., 2018; Wen et al., 2018), we

did not find evidence for this in our results. In the RP analysis, only

the later phase (around 200 ms before the button press) differed

between movement types. These data pattern appears to be consis-

tent with the observed ramping pattern of the decoding time series

across conditions as revealed in DAT, where decoding performance

starts to peak also from �200 ms onwards. We then examined the TG

matrices for evidence of distinct phases of processing. This approach

offers the opportunity to reveal dynamics of brain activity and specifi-

cally how temporally distinctive processes are related to each other

(J. R. King & Dehaene, 2014). The results presented here suggest that

the late and the early time windows may be supported by a shared,

single neurocognitive process, which begins around 1000 ms before

the button press and slowly ramps up before the movement. This

stands in contrast to the traditional view of the RP as comprising two

separate phases (Shibasaki & Hallett, 2006). Moreover, despite differ-

ences between the visual/auditory and control conditions, all three

conditions were cross-decodable, implying that their neural basis is

similar (see Supplement).

4.4 | Limitations

In the context of human volition and consciousness, voluntary actions

are considered to be stimulus-independent (Haggard, 2008), making

them difficult to produce in laboratory settings. Previous studies have

circumvented this issue by having the participant choose either

whether or not to perform an action, which action to perform or how

F IGURE 5 Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) results for decoding active and passive movements. (a) Decoding across time results,
showing mean decoding accuracy (active vs. passive movement) at each time point. The grey shaded area denotes the baseline period. The
coloured shaded areas around the curves show the standard error. The horizontal bars corresponding to the colours of the curves show clusters
where those conditions significantly (p < .05) differed from chance level decoding (0.5). The light grey horizontal bar shows clusters where the
visual and control conditions differed significantly (p < .05, corrected). The dark grey horizontal bar shows clusters where the auditory and control
conditions differed significantly (p < .05, corrected). (b) Temporal generalisation matrices. Classifiers are trained at time point t0 (x-axis) and tested
at all time points (y-axis). Warmer colours indicate higher decoding accuracy. The outlined contours show where decoding accuracy is significantly
(p < .05) above chance level (0.5).
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many actions to perform. In most studies, however, there is still not

any reason that participants should be motivated to choose one

movement over another. One potential limitation of this study is that

the active movements would not be considered completely voluntary

under this strict definition. However, they clearly differ from the pas-

sive movements, which require no planning for their execution, a

notion which is corroborated by our results. Previous studies have

shown that voluntary and stimulus-driven movements differ in the

cortical resources recruited during their planning and execution

(Cunnington et al., 1995; Jahanshahi et al., 1995; Papa et al., 1991).

Therefore, future studies should consider different classes of

movements (e.g., voluntary vs. stimulus-driven) when investigating

pre-movement neural activity in the context of self- and externally

generated sensations.

In our study, the RPs did not show a slow-rising negative mor-

phology as reported in some other studies. It is possible that these

data pattern was obscured by the high-level processes that were of

interest in this study. One piece of evidence for this is that we

observed relatively more typical LRPs. The subtraction procedure that

is used to derive the LRP may have eliminated the influence of non-

motor factors which do not contribute to lateralization. Furthermore,

Trovò et al. (2021) found that the RP lacked the typical negative

shape, instead being positive or absent in around half of their

participants.

One limitation of the current design is that the distribution of

time durations between the cue onset and the button press was

different between the active and passive conditions. We did not

place any restrictions on the time of the button presses in the

active condition, instead allowing the movements to be self-paced.

However, this meant that the button presses were quicker in the

active conditions than in the passive condition. An alternative

design that could be used in future studies would be to match the

time durations by recording them in the active condition and using

these in the passive condition. However, this design would mean

F IGURE 6 Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) results for decoding visual and auditory sensory modality. (a) Decoding across time results,
showing mean decoding accuracy (visual vs. auditory) at each time point. The grey shaded area denotes the baseline period. The coloured shaded
areas around the curves show the standard error. The horizontal bars corresponding to the colours of the curves show clusters where those
conditions significantly (p < .05) differed from chance level decoding (0.5). The light grey horizontal bar shows clusters where the visual and
control conditions differed significantly (p < .05). The dark grey horizontal bar shows clusters where the auditory and control conditions differed
significantly (p < .05, corrected). (b) Temporal generalisation matrices. Classifiers are trained at time point t0 (x-axis) and tested at all time points
(y-axis). Warmer colours indicate higher decoding accuracy. The outlined contours show where decoding accuracy is significantly (p < .05) above
chance level (0.5).
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that the active condition always has to be presented first and does

not allow for counterbalancing.

5 | CONCLUSION

Evidence from previous studies shows that pre-motor ERPs encode

expectations for action effects. The current study circumvented

caveats of previous investigations by manipulating movement type

and action-effect contingency within a single design. Taken together,

the results suggest that the brain anticipates the sensory conse-

quences of voluntary actions and support the notion of dissociative

roles for the RP and LRP. Our RP findings suggest that motor prepara-

tion areas are involved in the expectation of upcoming sensory conse-

quences, and that these predictive processes are reduced for passive

movements. Conversely, the LRP does not encode task and instead

shows differences purely related to the movement. The DAT results

suggest that predictive processes are not limited to central electrode

locations but are distributed across the entire scalp. Finally, we did

not find evidence for distinct early and late phases of processing.

Rather, the time generalisation showed a single ramping process,

homogenous between visual, auditory and control beginning around

1000 ms before the button press. Overall, these results provide novel

evidence of an efference copy-based forward model mechanism being

already represented in the pre-motor neural activity.
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